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Synopsis

The reporting of radiation stories as bad news over the past 65 years has created a general mindset that radiation is deadly. Consequently, most everyone is now afraid of radiation. While we know that radiation can cause death, this will occur only under unusually extreme circumstances. A historical study of radiation fears seems to show that most people’s fears are based on myths about radiation which by repetition over time have come to be accepted as facts. For example, it is common to describe radiation as deadly radiation without considering the steps from cause to effect, such as the type and quantity of radiation, how one could be exposed, and the amount of radiation energy deposited in the body. The popular model for radiation effects, called the linear non-threshold model, shows health effects down to zero dose. People generally do not understand that zero health effects start at 560,000 cancer deaths a year and zero radiation starts at a natural background radiation dose of 100s to 1,000s of millirem a year. People’s fears are fueled not only by radiation mythology, but by images of consequences of exposure to radiation. Helping people with fears of radiation may be enhanced by hearing, identifying, and reflecting their fearful feelings about radiation. Active listening is the key to dealing with people’s fears of radiation.
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Nomenclature

Radiation dose – radiation energy deposited in the body is quantified in units of rem or Sv (Sievert). One Sv == 100 rem

Millirem (mrem) - One mrem = 0.001 rem. Or conversely 1 rem = 1,000 mrem.

MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator) – a personality profile instrument published by Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc. Mountain View, CA.
Introduction

Fears of exposure to radiation may be of far greater consequences than actual physical radiation effects. Beginning with gruesome pictures from the atomic bombs in Japan, communications through the media have created a general mindset over the past 65 years that radiation is deadly. Thus, virtually everyone today is afraid of radiation. People have heard about deadly radiation for so long, that those words have become the basis for the definition and understanding of radiation exposures. While we know radiation can cause death, this will occur only under unusually extreme circumstances. Medical practitioners, who use radiation to treat cancer by killing tumor cells, know that it is actually very difficult to seriously harm someone with radiation. Radiation is used for cancer treatment because tumor cells are more sensitive to radiation than normal cells. However, exceedingly large amounts of radiation are required to kill tumor cells.

The Basis for Radiation Fears

In part, people are automatically fearful of radiation because they have mostly heard about radiation only as bad news. While good news stories about radiation abound everyday through the lifesaving benefits to millions of people from the use of radiation in medical diagnostics and cancer treatment, such good news stories do not often get reported. Continuous reporting of radiation as bad news has resulted in strongly ingrained fears of radiation. A historical study of radiation fears, however, seems to indicate that most of what people are afraid of is based on myths about radiation which over time have come to be accepted as facts. Radiation mythology has also contributed to images in people’s minds of unacceptable consequences of radiation exposures.

How Mythology Affects What People Believe About Radiation

The word “myth” has several meanings including a collective opinion, belief, illusion, delusion, or ideal that is based on false premises or the product of fallacious reasoning. The opposite of a myth is historical fact, real-life occurrences, truth, and actuality.

The media has reported some radiation myths, such as “deadly radiation,” for so many decades that most everyone believes these two words go together automatically. Putting these two words together, however, assumes a direct link from cause (radiation) to effect (health risk). In fact, concerns for radiation effects can only be addressed by consideration of several questions or steps as follows:
- What is the radiation source? Is it a solid, liquid, gas, or a radiation producing machine and how large is the source?
- What kind of radiation is emitted from the source? Is it alpha, beta, gamma, neutrons, or x-rays? Also, we need to know how much radiation is emitted.
- Where is the radiation source and how far away is the source from people?
- Is the radiation source contained? Many radiation sources are sealed in metal capsules.
- What will happen to the radioactive material if the container is broken?
- How will anyone be exposed to the radiation, such as external exposure to gamma rays or x-rays, or internal exposure from the ingestion or inhalation of materials emitting alpha or beta particles?
- Most importantly, how much radiation energy will be deposited in the body and what part of the body may be affected?

With answers to these questions we can then estimate possible consequences based on observations of people who have been exposed to radiation and for whom we have observed the effects. Primarily, our basis for estimating health effects from radiation is from studies of survivors of the atomic bombs in Japan. After observing about 87,000 survivors over the past 65 years, in comparison with a similar number outside the range of the bombs, we now conclude that about 450 people have died as a result of their radiation exposures. This is only about one half of one percent of the survivors. This tells us that for those who survived the blast, heat, and immediate radiation exposures, the chances of dying from radiation at a later time, are very small.

Again, we know technically that radiation is only deadly under extreme conditions. The analogy with describing radiation as deadly is similar to taking an extreme amount of aspirin (100 tablets could be deadly) and then describing the use of a single tablet for a headache as a dose of deadly aspirin.

Many radiation messages reported by the media are myths that have come to be accepted as facts by repetitious reporting over decades. The subtlety of radiation mythology is that reporters do not know they are perpetuating myths. Reporters are reporting what is “reality” to them based on what they have always heard. The result of such perpetuation of radiation myths is that fears of radiation seem out of proportion to risks from radiation as specialists in radiation safety would understand them.

Because the media only seem to report “bad news” about radiation, everyone has learned to fear and avoid radiation at all costs. People tend to be most afraid of what they know the least about, and most people do not know much about radiation, except the myths perpetuated by the media. Discussion of a few radiation myths follows, as examples.

**There is No Safe Level of Radiation.** This is a conclusion about radiation for which even radiation professionals do not have uniform agreement. This conclusion is predicted by the linear non-threshold (LNT) model of radiation dose and cancer risk as shown in Fig. 1. The straight dashed line down to zero dose indicates that radiation effects (cancer) should be expected as soon as radiation doses rise above zero.
Models for Estimating Radiation Effects

Hormesis
Are small doses of radiation beneficial?

The assumption that LNT is the correct model can lead to many conclusions.
1) There is no safe level of radiation
2) There is no level of radiation that is without risk
3) The only safe level of radiation is zero
4) Every radioactive atom is harmful
5) Every atom of radioactive material must be avoided
6) All radiation should be avoided, at all costs

Unfortunately, there are many additional factors that people do not generally understand about radiation. In particular most people do not know that there is no zero as shown in Figure 1. The “zero” on the health effects scale does not really mean zero cancer risk. Cancer is one of the prevailing causes of death in the United States and from 1/3 to ½ of all people will suffer from some form of cancer in their lifetime. Thus, for the LNT model, zero health effects means zero for radiation effects, but the health effects scale actually starts at 560,000 or more cancer deaths that occur every year in the US.

There is also no point in our lives when we have “zero” radiation. We live in a sea of natural radiation from outer space, from the ground, and from the food and air that we take into our bodies. In the US, these sources of natural radiation have been estimated at 310 mrem a year on the average. (millirem, a unit of radiation energy deposited in the body). In other parts of the world, normal background radiation can give annual doses from a 1,000 mrem to 25,000 mrem, without effects that can be observed. Again, for the LNT model, zero radiation starts at whatever the normal level of radiation may be and in many cases it is far from actual zero.

Since the prevailing belief in the LNT model has shaped fears of radiation for several generations, there are two additional factors that people should know about. Namely, the reason that the model shows dashed lines below radiation doses of about 10
to 50 rem (a rem is 1,000 mrem) is that actual data on health effects are very limited below such radiation doses. In the absence of significant data showing health effects below those doses, we have to rely on assumptions about what could happen. Because most radiation safety specialists believe that the LNT assumption is likely to overestimate the risks, the LNT model has been adopted around the world for regulating radiation exposures cautiously for radiation safety. Unfortunately, while beliefs in LNT have fueled fears of radiation, people have not understood that LNT is only a model for developing regulatory guidance. It is not intended to predict actual health effects from radiation. In fact there is a substantial and growing body of scientific data which show that small amounts of radiation are actually beneficial. Evidence indicates that radiation may follow the principle of hormesis. This term applies to materials which in large amounts are harmful and in small amounts may stimulate a beneficial response. For example, one aspirin is helpful whereas 100 would be extremely hazardous. Hormesis applies to many dietary factors, for example, vitamins, trace minerals, and ordinary table salt.

Since the debate on low dose radiation effects will likely go on forever, due to lack of conclusive data, perhaps we need a new myth busting message, namely, “It is actually very difficult to seriously harm someone with radiation.” This message is based on the amount of radiation that it takes to kill tumor cells, which are more sensitive to radiation than normal cells. A typical dose for cancer treatment may require as much as 3 to 5 million millirem or more (30 to 50 Gray, a Gray = 100 rem or 100,000 mrem).

“Radiation Will Kill You” is another popular myth. However, contrary to predictions of the media after the atomic bombs in Japan, which concluded that Japanese lives would change for centuries and genetic effects would occur for the next 1,000 years, no such damage has appeared. Atomic bomb survivors may actually be living longer than normal. Contrary to popular beliefs, radiation is not the most destructive result of a nuclear bomb. Based on observations in Japan, if you survive the heat and the blast, the chances of dying from radiation are relatively small. Again, contrary to the idea that radiation will kill you, many people go to Montana radon health mines because they feel better. Also, no one has died from radiation in nuclear power in the United States, and yet the media continues to foster that you are going to be killed by radiation.

“The Myth of Chernobyl Deaths” If you do a word search on the internet for Chernobyl Deaths, you will find hundreds of websites reporting from 100,000 to 500,000 deaths from Chernobyl. If these numbers are true, where are the bodies? How many deaths do we actually know about? The answer is about 40, among those who were first responders and plant workers dealing with the accident. About 15 additional deaths have been attributed to childhood thyroid cancer. So then, where do the hundreds of thousands of deaths come from? The answer is based on using the LNT dose conversion factor of one death per 1,000 person-rem and then applying microrem doses to billions of people in the northern hemisphere. Thus, the projected deaths are theoretical calculations, but the websites do not tell you that. Specialists in radiation safety know that such theoretical calculations have no basis in good science.

“Radon and CT Scans are OK” From the way the public and media seem to perceive radiation risks, it appears that radon exposures in homes and exposures to CT scans are not considered dangerous. People seem to have a concept of good radiation and bad radiation. If the radiation is naturally occurring (such as radon) or if it is prescribed
by a medical doctor (such as CT scans or fluoroscopy), apparently those kinds of radiation are OK. At least the public does not seem to be very worried about these sources. Every other type of radiation is bad, and the public is very concerned (such as radiation from nuclear plants and radioactive wastes, or today the possibility of unsecured radioactive materials being used for a dirty bomb). The question to consider here is whether our bodies react differently according to the source of radiation? Of course our bodies do not make that distinction. Most people do not seem to worry that they could be getting 100s or 1,000s of mrem per year from radon in their homes, or that a whole body CT scan could give them from 1,000 to 2000 mrem (10 to 20 mSv, a milliSievert = 100 mrem) or more per scan.

“Radiation Will Make You Glow” Every radiation safety specialist has a favorite “glow in the dark” anecdote. The notion of glowing as a reaction to radiation seems to be one of the most popular ideas that people have about radiation. When someone hears that you work with radiation they may say, “Then you don’t have to turn on the lights at night.” The origin of this myth is not clear, but may be traced back to the use of radium fluorescent paint for night time illumination of clocks, watches, and instruments, etc. in the 1920s to 1950s.

“Granite Countertops are Dangerous” This is a current myth developing through the news media. Homeowners are now being told by the media that they should be afraid of radiation from granite countertops. The news reports are partly right, granite may contain small amounts of uranium and radium. Actually these radioactive elements are found in all materials that come from the ground. They are a natural part of the composition of all earthen materials. Granite, in particular, has long been known for having measurable mounts of radium and also to be a source of measurable gamma radiation.

With the recent publicity about granite as a radioactive material, many people across the country have attempted to make measurements to determine the levels of radiation with a common pancake or end-window Geiger (GM) detector. Unfortunately, the common GM detector is not very well suited for such measurements for two reasons. One is that a GM detector is best suited for measuring beta particles and not very efficient for measuring gamma rays. What this means is that the signal from granite with a pancake or end-window GM detector will be 90 to 95% beta particles. On this basis alone, GM exposure readings in milliroentgen per hour (mR/hr) will be too high by at least a factor of 10 to 20 or more.

Regrettably, reporters have been given data from GM readings taken in the air (which is called background radiation - gamma rays from the ground and outer space) and compared with mostly beta particle readings from granite counter tops, as if the measurements are comparable. The second reason the GM readings are not valid is that most likely the detectors are not calibrated for readings from beta particles which cannot be measured in units of mR/hr (milliRoentgen per hour is a measure of exposure to x-rays and gamma rays in air). Thus, the media have reported erroneous high readings for radiation and unnecessarily scared much of the public with a new myth about granite countertops.
Why Are Radiation Myths So Popular?

Myths help to explain the “unexplainable” in terms that are easy to understand and seem simple, direct, and make sense to the general public. Reporters use myths because they relate to what has been said before and popularly accepted. Radiation myths sound credible and can often be reinforced with pictures or with anecdotes provided by virtually anyone. The myth of “deadly radiation” helps bridge the links from radiation (the cause) to cancer (the effect). Myths also help to point to the blame for risks of radiation which the public usually does not understand.

It is easy to believe people who say what we already agree with. It is also easier to believe hearsay, rumor, and gossip which reiterate what we have always heard before. On the other hand, it is harder to believe those who say something different than we have always heard, especially when they only speak the language of “radiation science.”

Studies with personality profile instruments, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), show that people do not absorb information in a deliberate manner. People will commonly rely on “rules of thumb” to tell them the meaning of science. The media is good at providing the rules-of-thumb (myths) to tell people the meaning of radiation. Also, once a myth has been reported, denying it can serve to reinforce the myth. Over time the “negative tags” offered by specialists in radiation safety may fall out of memory. Denials and clarifications, for all of their rational appeal, may contribute to the resiliency of myths. The reason is shown by the MBTI. Namely, rational appeals apply to logical thinking, but at least half of the population makes decisions on the way they feel. Ignoring myths does not work either. An unchallenged mythical claim gains the ring of truth.

Historically radiation safety specialists have attempted to deal with radiation myths by countering bad information with good information. While this can be helpful and needs to be continued, we should also not be surprised when many people do not hear or understand what we are saying as rational thinkers. People who are afraid of radiation (most everyone) come to that state on the basis of feelings, not rational thinking. Fears are feelings based on images of unacceptable consequences.

The Power of Images Behind Fears of Radiation Consequences

Because of the repeated use of the words “deadly radiation”, it is common to assume that the presence of radiation will lead directly to terrible effects, usually cancer and death. With such images in mind (of terrible consequences related to radiation) we should not be surprised that virtually everyone is afraid of radiation. The mythology based fears of radiation play directly into the hands of those most strongly opposed to radiation. Since everyone is already afraid of radiation, it is easy to build upon those ingrained fears to create feelings of great concern among people who, for example, hear for the first time that they may be exposed to unexpected radiation, such as from granite countertops.

Appallingly, actual radiation does not even have to be present to trigger the fears, only the possibility. People’s imaginations will take over and likely lead to decisions founded on mythology based fears, rather than reality. In fact fears are almost never
about reality, but rather are triggered by our imaginations of consequences of what is to come.

Psychologists know that all fears can be tracked back to underlying images. The fearful person is not aware that their fear is related to any particular image. They just know and feel that their fear is prudent and justified. A person fearful of heights will automatically want to avoid high places. A person fearful of snakes will want to avoid places where snakes may live. A person fearful of radiation will want to avoid most associations with radiation. Although it is interesting to note that most people have come to accept medical applications of radiation as beneficial. Likewise most people accept exposures to radon in their homes as a natural part of the environment. However, any radiation that is not medical or natural is often automatically considered to be bad.

The images behind the fear of radiation may be identified by asking the question. “What’s so bad about that?” This question has to be used gently and should not be used while a person is experiencing their fear. This question is most useful when helping a person understand their reaction to some event (such as discovering that they may have radiation exposures in their workplace). To invite workers to consider how they might react when confronted with a radiation scenario, for example, I often use a scenario involving a truck with a radioactive placard on the back door. I ask workers to imagine they are approaching the truck on a highway and they notice that the truck seems to be doing something strange. I then ask what would they do? Workers usually answer immediately that they would quickly go past the truck, or they would back off.

A cardiologist in one class said that he would back off. When asked why he would do that, he said that the truck might crash. I then asked, “So what?” He said that it might spill radioactive material. I again asked, “So what?” He replied that he might drive through the material. I again asked, “So what?” He then said that he might get radioactive material on him. Then I asked the most important question, “What’s so bad about that?” He was quiet for a moment and then he said, “Oh my God, I will melt!” Of course, the class all laughed at this point.

I believe that any of us who thought that exposure to radiation would cause us to melt, would likely do everything possible to avoid radiation exposure. The idea of melting was a vivid image in the mind of this student. He did not know that his decision to back off from the suspicious truck was based on an image of melting. His decision seemed justified and prudent for the circumstances. In fact his reaction would be normal for any of us driving on a busy highway and alert for possible dangers of people changing lanes or slowing down in front of us. We would likely make the same decisions regarding any large truck.

Even before we attempt to talk with people about radiation, they will likely already have ideas (or images in their minds) about radiation. In fact these ideas may be very strong and may overshadow the best information that we can present. When telling people what is known about the health effects of radiation, much of what they will hear will be contrary to all that they have ever heard or believed about radiation (described as radiation mythology above). If what you tell them does not match up with what they have always heard, they may discount your best information or your credibility. If what you say does not sound believable from their point of reference, they may not accept anything that you tell them. Or they may appear to be listening and understanding, but when they have to make decisions about radiation safety, they may automatically revert.
to the images and what they have believed their entire lifetimes. Thus, guidelines for acceptable radiation exposures may be totally forgotten and replaced by an instinctive response, “If radiation is there, it is bad!”

**The Gift of Fear**

We have all been endowed with gifts of fears that we have acquired over our lifetimes for self protection. True fear is part of our natural defense system as a signal of imminent danger. Other fears (worries or anxieties) are based upon our memories or our imagination. For example, worry is not a true fear but something that we manufacture and it is not part of our defense system. Worry is a choice, but true fear is involuntary. True fear can be a gift, other fears can be a curse. Now the question is, “Does anyone have a true fear of radiation.”

Some fears may be natural or instinctive. For example, infants often react in great fear to a sudden loud noise. This is a true and involuntary fear that prepares our body for defense. Other fears we learn from experience (our memories) or what we are told by our families, our friends, our schools, or our society and the media. For example, we learn about fear of heights by falling or seeing someone else fall and get injured. For some this fear is overwhelming when confronted with heights. For others, the fear prompts careful precautions (holding on to the ladder tightly or avoiding high places).

Since no one has ever had an experience of radiation, then fears of radiation are not true fears, but manufactured fears. The answer to manufactured fears is better predictions of consequences. Thus, rather than asking the person fearful of radiation, “What could happen, if you are exposed?” It could be better to ask, “Will this happen?” or “Is this happening?” This suggests that one way to deal with people’s fears of radiation is to provide a better understanding of the consequences of exposures as a basis for determining if the fears are really warranted.

**How We Learn About Radiation**

In addition to images that may prevent hearing new information on radiation, we also have a middle brain that acts as a filter on what is transferred to long-term memory. The middle brain controls our hormonal system, our emotions, and an important part of our long-term memory. Thus, our emotions play a key role in what we remember. Our middle brain serves as a switchboard that filters or transmits information on to the neo-cortex or thinking brain. Information with a positive appeal to the emotions is transmitted for thinking and processing. Negative emotions, such as fear, anxiety, or stress, may result in suppression of the information which never gets to the thinking brain. If the anxiety is high enough the thinking brain goes blank. We all have times under stress when we just cannot (or do not want to) “think” any more. Such stress may be more than the worry or concerns for which you are aware. Stress could be the result of previous difficulties in learning such that a person feels threatened by new learning experiences. This may result in a vicious cycle in which a person with poor learning experience feels threatened and their brain receives less information. When a person is anxious, less of their thinking brain’s potential is available. All of this means that for best learning to occur for radiation or any other subject, the learner needs a positive mental attitude. Real
learning may only occur when the learner is stress-free, calm, comfortable, trusting in the instructor, and therefore open to hearing new information.

**The Importance of Memory**

Without the ability to learn, store, and recall appropriate responses to dangers from our memory, we would not be able to survive. There are three areas of memory. 1) The sensory memory provides short-term storage of impressions received from our five senses. 2) The working memory consciously processes information. It integrates information from the senses with stored knowledge to think about it or talk about. Information is stored at this level for only 15 to 20 seconds and either forgotten or forwarded to 3) long-term memory. Adding an emotional hook plays a key role in learning or long-term memory. Teaching for long-term memory is not about covering the material and encouraging memorization. Long-term retention may be more a matter of processing the information over time where more connections are made among brain cells (neurons) and memory is improved. Thus learning is enhanced by allowing learners to reflect on the information, relating it to something they already know, and forming meaningful mental associations.

**Comparisons with Antique Items**

One technique that has been found helpful for learning about radiation in the workplace involves demonstration of antique glassware items that contain uranium oxide as a coloring agent. Items such as green depression glass, Vaseline glass, and red Fiesta ware typically produce readings of one to five millirem per hour in contact. Workers are shown the items and then invited to make measurements with their radiation meters. The workers are asked to remember these readings and they are then invited out on the plant floor to measure the signal from an x-ray machine, an industrial nuclear gauge, or radium in pipe scale. Often the workers will observe that the readings on the antique items are 10, 100, or 1,000 times greater than the signal from their licensed or registered radiation source. From this comparison, workers can see with their own eyes that their radiation source may produce a very small signal relative to antique items that would be considered innocuous. What workers discover by their own hands is much more meaningful than being told that their radiation sources are not likely to be a cause for concern.

Thus, helping people learn about radiation is more than a matter of presenting good technical information on radiation. It involves presentations in a way that allows the middle brain to pass along the information to the thinking brain for rational analysis and understanding. This means the communicator needs to consider ways to reduce stress and resistance to hearing new information. Effective communication is a process that enables people to relate new information to what they already know, or experience that they have had or can identify with. The process also involves repeated evaluations of radiation risk perceptions, questions, and understanding as you gently introduce new information on radiation that may confront all that people have heard before. The approach that seems most helpful uses “show-and-tell” as much as possible to take the mystery out of radiation. Comparisons of the sources of concern with the radiation signal
from radioactive antiques is helpful to provide perspective on magnitudes of potential radiation exposures.

**How to Deal with Images that Drive People’s Concerns for Radiation**

Better information may make a difference in the images or attitudes that workers may have about radiation. For such changes to occur, the workers need to be invited to compare new information that you may present to their previous experience or expectations. When they are aware of differences, it’s important to talk about them right away. This may mean interrupting a presentation to respond to skepticism from a single worker. Pushing on in the face of skepticism is almost assuredly going to result in not meeting the goals for training. Remember, be gentle about confronting skepticism. You do not have to convince them of any particular answer. You are a resource for information, which they may or may not accept. The choice is theirs.

Workers may change their views when provided with new experiences, observations, or credible data from which they can revise their images. New images then give new perceptions and become the basis for a more informed understanding. For adult education it is important to note that some people need to have a dialogue with the instructor to assimilate new data, because they learn from what they hear. Others need to see the evidence for themselves, because they learn from what they see. Some will only learn when they have the opportunity for hands-on experience. Some will need time to reflect and digest the new information. We learn from what we can see, hear, touch, smell, or taste.

Approaches that enhance understanding by adults include:

1. Demonstrate new information by show-and-tell
2. Provide options for hands-on learning, such as handling instruments
3. Prove everything that you can by demonstration
4. Challenge the audience to verify everything that they can
5. Connect new information to experience or information that the workers already have
6. Use anecdotes that the workers can identify with
7. Anchor each learning experience with humor

There is an axiom for learning that says: “We learn to the extent that we can connect new information to information or experience that we already have.”

To enhance learning by connections to previous experience we need to use analogies, illustrations, demonstrations, stories, and real-life experiences that relate to the world of the workers in our class. To facilitate such connections requires knowing as much about the attendees as possible. This means asking lots of questions and paying attention to the answers, including the words, the feelings, and the body language.

**Hearing, Identifying, and Reflecting People’s Feelings about Radiation**

Concerns for radiation safety are based on fears of radiation and the consequences of exposure. The only thing most people have heard about radiation is that “it’s bad.” For over sixty years the news media has built a mental mindset in the population that
radiation is deadly and causes cancer or birth defects. Fears of radiation exposures can be addressed by inviting workers to examine the basis of their beliefs and values. This can best be done by asking lots of questions, such as:

1. What is radiation?
2. What do you think, or feel, about exposure to radiation or x-rays?
3. What have you heard or read about radiation?
4. Is it OK to be exposed to radiation?
5. If you are exposed to radiation, what will happen to you?
6. What’s so bad about exposure to radiation?
7. What are the risks?
8. What if you are pregnant?
9. What is safe?
10. Who decides?
11. How do we know?
12. What is the evidence?

While interacting with workers, it can be helpful to keep asking such questions, perhaps in different ways. The most important question is, “What will happen to you if you are exposed to radiation?” When asking this question, you should be very careful not to discount any images or feelings people may share about radiation. All are OK.

Hearing feelings is more important than giving detailed technical answers.

**Reflecting People’s Feelings about Radiation**

The best answer for helping workers, who are afraid, is to hear and reflect their feelings. This does not mean telling the person, “I know how you feel.” We can never be sure what another person feels and when we say we know, the other person knows we are not really sure. What we can do is to describe the feeling we perceive and let the other person correct our perception until they are satisfied that we know how they feel. This requires a dialogue in which you as the listener do not try to interpret or rationalize the other persons’ feelings, but simply paraphrase and reflect back to the other person the feeling that you believe you are hearing. If the feeling you define is not accurate the other person will correct you.

For example, a person says, “I don’t want to go in the room with the radiation sign on the door.” You reflect with, “The radiation sign makes you nervous?” “Yes, it makes me nervous, I might still like to have children.” “You are afraid that radiation may affect whether you can have children?” “Yes, and I don’t want my children to have three eyes.” “So your real concern is that exposure to radiation may affect your future children.” “Yes!” “OK, I also had that concern at one time and here is what I have learned from studies over the past 50 years.”

You could have made assumptions about why this worker did not want to enter a posted room and attempted to provide answers right away. However, you would have missed the opportunity to connect with the other person’s feelings and the real reason for their concern. By listening and responding to the feelings first you will establish a basis of rapport and credibility with the other person, whereby they may hear what you have to
say. Otherwise, they may not be ready or willing to listen to your answers. When you go immediately to answers, you may also discover that your answers are not about what was really troubling the other person. Besides, fearful people are not always looking for specific answers, but rather they would like others to know what they are feeling.

Thus, one of the ways to deal with the worker concerns for radiation is to hear their feelings. This will require a dialogue with individual workers or in a group. Most technical people do not like to hear or attempt to deal with feelings, especially feelings of fear and terror. We want to give people our best technical understanding rather than deal with their feelings. We usually believe that if people could understand our technical views then they would have different feelings and be less afraid. While providing technical answers may be helpful, it may not reduce people’s fears. Dealing with worker concerns may be more a matter of dealing with feelings rather than dealing with technical answers. People may not care how much you know, until they know how much you care.

**The Most Powerful Tool for Effective Radiation Risk Communication - Active Listening**

Perhaps our greatest challenge when talking with people about radiation risks is when the dialogue gets emotional. We may find ourselves not knowing what to do when our best technical data and logical analyses are not accepted by those who are afraid of radiation. What can we do when confronted with hypothetical questions which do not seem to have clear rational answers? How can we respond when our best answers seem to be causing the other person to become more and more upset? Suppose we do not have the data from which to give a good technical answer? Is there any hope?

The effectiveness of any communication is not about the message that we send, but the response of the other person. Thus, the best opportunity for communication is to start with what the other person is saying. This may be difficult for specialists in radiation safety when the information provided by the other person does not make any technical sense. Typically we want to hear good data for which we can apply our well developed analytical logic to resolve the problem and give an answer accordingly. When the other person appears to be speaking emotional nonsense, what options do we have? The answer is active listening. This may be the single most powerful tool for effective risk communications.

Active listening does not take ownership of the problem. In other words, we do not have to give a problem-solving answer. Active listening is also non-defensive and avoids a dozen roadblocks to effective communications. Active listening is based on the insight that every communication has two parts, a feeling or emotional part and a content part. By training and experience, we are usually very good at hearing the content part of a message. Identifying the feelings is more difficult. For technical types, it may help to suggest that all feelings can be captured by synonyms of four words, “mad, sad, glad, and afraid.”

An active listening response paraphrases the content and identifies the underlying feeling. For example, a person says, “Radiation, I don’t want anything to do with that!” An active listening response could be, “You are worried that radiation may be harmful for you.” By hearing the feelings first, we may find that the feelings are defused (when you really hear the feeling, the other person does not have to keep trying to express that
feeling). Hearing feelings also opens the door for further dialogue and helps identify the real issues.

Most technical people find that active listening is not easy and may question whether it is worth the effort. Active listening is especially difficult for technical specialists in radiation safety, experts, and managers (especially for those who rely on logical thinking for making decisions). For most technical people, their natural response is to give answers. Their lives are about giving answers and the chances are that their roles as experts, supervisors, or managers are primarily as the “giver of answers.” Now, there is nothing inherently wrong with giving answers. It’s a matter of options. However, there are two precautions or questions to consider when giving answers:

1. Are you answering the right questions?
2. Who owns the problem?

When you give answers, you automatically take responsibility for the problem. By giving the answers, you may take away other people’s opportunity to find their own answers. In other words, when you solve other people’s problems for them, you may take away from their options or ability to solve their own problems. By giving answers, you may also set up opportunities for adversity. People have a vested interest in their answers, and may reject your answers.

Active listening is a way to hear and respond to another person’s feelings without discounting their views or knowledge (or lack of knowledge). For those who have trouble identifying feelings (most everyone), remember that all feelings can be captured by synonyms of four words: Mad, Sad, Glad, and Afraid.

By reflecting your perceptions of one of these feelings, you open doors to the “real issues.” The active listening approach also does not take away from other people’s rights, responsibilities, and capacity to solve their own problems.

There are two axioms on listening that may be helpful to understand.

1. Feelings are more important than what is said.
2. Listening is more important than solving problems.

The best answer for a fearful person is to hear and reflect the feelings. You can do this by describing the feeling that you perceive. Do not interpret, but simply paraphrase and reflect back. If your paraphrase is not what the speaker intended, they will correct you. Thus, you do not have to identify the feeling exactly. Simply reflect the feeling the best that you can. For example, if you reflect, “That sounds really frustrating.” If this is not accurate, the other person may say, “I’m not frustrated so much as I am angry with - - - - - -.” You can then reflect, “This - - - - - - situation makes you angry.” When you apply the principles of active listening, you open the door for establishing rapport as a basis for presenting your risk message. By this approach you also get down to the real issues of concerns for radiation risks.

The temptation for technical people is to go directly to technical answers, especially if the other person appears to be asking for answers or data. Again, there is nothing wrong with giving technical answers, however, it might be better to establish rapport first
by hearing the feelings. Hearing feelings first establishes rapport and credibility, because this approach shows that you care. Without establishing the feeling rapport, the other person may not hear your answers. You may also discover that your answers are about the wrong question or concern. The fearful person also may not expect answers, they just want someone to hear their fears.

Why Not Just Tell Workers, “It is Safe?”

Although, “Is it safe?” is the main concern of ancillary personnel and radiation workers alike, it may be difficult to answer that question directly. Essentially this question is unanswerable or at least not directly answerable without any supporting information. There are two reasons why it is difficult to answer that question. First of all, what does “safe” mean to a particular person? For many people safe means “no radiation.” This view would seem to be supported by the linear non-threshold dose response model for radiation risks. Secondly, if we try to share what we believe is safe, the workers can disagree and discount our views. Rather than trying to answer the question, a better approach may be to provide information and evidence from which the workers can arrive at their own answers on what safe means for them. Choices on safety also involve feelings and feelings come from lifetime values. When it comes to values, everyone is an expert. Thus, everyone has a sense of what safe means, although everyone’s meaning of the word may be different. The answer to “What is safe?” is also related to perceptions of radiation risks and the images of consequences to radiation exposures. Perhaps the best way to answer the question “Is it safe?” is to provide information as described above to allow ancillary personnel to answer the question for themselves.

Historically radiation safety specialists have also been hampered in responding to worker or public concerns for radiation safety by the LNT model which implies radiation risks down to zero dose. Thus, we have found it difficult to conclude or defend that any level of radiation is inherently safe, ie, without any risk. On the other hand, we have come to accept that typical occupational exposures are well within tolerable levels of risk, especially when compared to other risks that we confront everyday.
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**Web-based Resources**

Health Physics Society, Ask the Expert, over 8,000 answered questions on radiation.

[http://hps.org/publicinformation/asktheexperts.cfm](http://hps.org/publicinformation/asktheexperts.cfm)
Ionizing radiation (ionising radiation) is radiation, traveling as a particle or electromagnetic wave, that carries sufficient energy to detach electrons from atoms or molecules, thereby ionizing an atom or a molecule. Ionizing radiation is made up of energetic subatomic particles, ions or atoms moving at high speeds (usually greater than 1% of the speed of light), and electromagnetic waves on the high-energy end of the electromagnetic spectrum. Exposure to ionizing radiation comes from several natural and man-made sources (Table 23.1). The nuclear medicine professional should be able to provide information to the patient and the public about the radiation risks from these sources and to provide a comparison of exposure from medical procedures to natural sources. Biological effects of ionizing radiation depend on several factors that make them variable and inconsistent. The effects are classified based on their nature and timing after exposure into early or delayed, somatic or hereditary, stochastic or deterministic (Fig. 23.1). Information about the consequences of ionizing radiation may be derived from the following: (a) the nuclear detonations over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, (b) clinical irradiations, (c) nuclear accidents, and (d) laboratory animal research (Figures 7-1 and 7-2). The Hiroshima and Nagasaki data are of limited value because there was no scientific assessment of behavior and the reports were anecdotal, often conflicting, and not easily tied to specific radiation doses. Polyukhov et al reported accelerated aging (radiation progeroid syndrome) based on psychological and cardiovascular testing. Although suggestive, the associations between cognitive performance decrements and radiation exposure in humans are tenuous at this time, particularly at low doses. Several biological effects can result from ionizing radiation. These can be due to direct or indirect mechanisms, and they can be acute or delayed. Acute effects occur with exposure to high-level... Acute effects occur with exposure to high-level radiation. Delayed effects may appear after a long time and include cancer, genetic effects, effects on the unborn child, and other effects such as cataracts and hypothyroidism. Based on our current knowledge, no level of exposure to radiation can be described as absolutely safe and no level is uniformly dangerous. Radiation doses have to reach a certain level to produce acute injury but not to cause cancer or genetic damage. A dose of ionizing radiation absorbed in a biological environment will initiate a complex process of various events. The physical events start with energy transfer from the ionizing particles to the atoms and molecules of surrounding tissues. This process takes about 10-13 seconds. Following this, physicochemical processes take place, such as intramolecular energy transfers, excitation and ionization of atoms. The time length of this is about 10-10 s. Then the chemical processes start. At this point